
Horst JANSSEN (Hamburg 1929 - Hamburg 1995) 

Self-Portrait: ‘4:00 es ist noch Dunkel…’
Pen and brown ink and grey wash.

Extensively inscribed 4.00 du liebling es ist noch dünkel, bald / ist es hell, ich werd versuchen,
dich / nachher aufzuwecken [?] / sowie [?] / KLA2.7A at the lower right.

Laid down.

204 x 154 mm. (8 x 6 in.)
 

Horst Janssen obsessively drew self-portraits throughout his career, often showing his distorted full face
from unusual angles and often in extreme close-up. As has recently been noted by one scholar, ‘Like

Rembrandt, whom Janssen portrayed in watercolour and etching multiple times and whose self-portraits
he intertwined in his own…, Janssen obviously examines himself in the mirror. He comes so close to it

that the magnification is accompanied by a hyperreal exaggeration and distortion. The surface structure
of the skin, its wrinkles and blemishes are precisely defined, nearly ugly, relentlessly real and, at the

same time, completely unreal…Whereas viewers of a Janssen self-portrait are at first inclined to return
the gaze of the artist, they soon notice that the images are not at all intended in this way. The close-up

perspective seems perversely intimate – you are that close only to yourself.’  

As Janssen himself wrote, in the introduction to the catalogue of an exhibition of his work in 1970, ‘Well
– I was born, I played, I was filled with wisdom and now I sit here and draw; drawings for the market,

drawings for presents, self portrait-drawings and drawings of every kind…I achieve the greatest effect
however in the drawings of the third category – the self portraits. Partly because this discipline is hardly
cultivated at all these days, partly because a comedian-like gift puts me in the position of being able to

make my face appear quite convincingly, according to requirements, sometimes gay and young,



sometimes melancholic, sometimes wild, and at other times bloated to the point of being destroyed, yet
directly stimulating. My drawing ability in portraying the actual mirror image in a very exact manner, but

with the very unusual yet important understatement, thus created the impression of that honesty so much
desired by the public.’

Several years later, the artist elaborated on this aspect of his oeuvre: ‘…I am no portraitist. But people
will surely ask: “and the self-portraits? The self-portraits??” Indeed, I have repeatedly claimed that these

reflections are [more like] still lives! Still lives when I am tired of another nature morte. Or I am playing
the thing to such a degree that it becomes the purest grimace of an acting performance…When I hit on
my own face as a “subject” it is very seldom just individual, momentary physiognomic conditions – no,

when it happens, then delight in my own grotesque face keeps me going for days, nights and weeks…If
I were to spend hours preoccupying myself – with the intensity to which I am accustomed – with

someone else’s face – I would be sure to feel a sense of shock, be it shock at the “alien” or about the
beauty.’

The text at the bottom of this drawing may be approximately translated as ‘4.00. You darling, it is still
dark, soon it will be light, I will try to wake you up later…’

 
 

Artist description:

The German draughtsman, illustrator and printmaker Horst Janssen was raised in the city of Oldenburg
by his mother and grandparents, and never knew his father. Between 1946 and 1951 he studied at the
Landeskunstschule in Hamburg, where his teacher was the painter and engraver Alfred Mahlau. (He

was later offered a professorship at the Hamburg academy, but turned down the opportunity.) In 1948
he published a children’s book and in the early 1950s began developing his skills as a printer and

lithographer. 

Hugely prolific, Janssen produced a large number of drawings, etchings, lithographs, woodcuts and
wood engravings characterized by dreamlike and often erotic imagery, creating a distinctive body of

work – landscapes, still life subjects, portraits and self-portraits, often incorporating literary references
and texts - that was quite unusual within the context of postwar European art. In the early part of his

career he rarely exhibited his work outside Hamburg, and if he sold a print or drawing it was usually for
a relatively modest amount – between 50 and 100 Marks for a print and between 200 and 850 Marks
for a drawing – to a small coterie of collectors whom he knew. As he said at around this time, ‘I want to

know who has my pictures. Out of vanity. Besides, I love them.’

Janssen’s first retrospective exhibition of almost 180 drawings and prints was held in 1965 at the
Kestner-Gesellschaft in Hanover, leading the director of that institution, Wieland Schmied, to describe
the artist as ‘the greatest draughtsman apart from Picasso. But Picasso is a different generation.’ The

exhibition later travelled to several cities in Germany and also to Basel, and led to Janssen’s work
becoming much more widely known outside Hamburg. 

His output never slackened, and his intensely personal vision continued to find new avenues of
expression. He also often created drawings and prints inspired by foreign works of art, and in 1972
published an appreciation of the printed landscapes of the 19th century Japanese artist Hokusai.
During his lifetime, Janssen won several important prizes and awards – including the first prize for

graphic art at the Venice Biennale of 1968 - and his drawings and prints were widely exhibited
throughout Europe, as well as in America, Russia and Japan. Significant exhibitions of his work were

held in Mannheim in 1976, at the Documenta VI in Kassel the following year, at the Art Institute of
Chicago in 1980 and the Albertina in Vienna in 1982. Janssen died in Hamburg in 1995, at the age of



sixty-five. Five years later the Horst Janssen Museum in the artist’s hometown of Oldenburg, dedicated
to the artist’s work, was inaugurated.


